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Company: TriFinance

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Whatever your ambitions, TriFinance gives you every opportunity to achieve them.

Here, you’ll work every day on projects that tie in with your growth plans. And you’ll continue

to make strides in an environment built around active knowledge sharing, coaching, and

mentoring. In sum: we provide the opportunities; you show the ambition to grasp them.

Sounds good, you say? Well then, we already want to meet you!

You will encounter a wide variety in projects dealing with data & analytics

You will tackle complex and analytical problems as data analyst or data engineer

You will help customers with designing & implementing modern Data Warehouse

Architectures

You will get involved in a variety of companies and industries

You have a bachelor or master’s degree combined with relevant experience as data engineer

or data analyst in Microsoft BI & Analytics (3 to 7 years)

You have knowledge of modern DW concepts, processes and methodology, AI and machine

learning knowledge is an asset

You have good technical and functional knowledge of multiple domains of the Azure  data &

analytics technology stack: Azure Data Lake, Azure Data Factory, Azure SQL, Azure

Machine learning, Azure Databricks, Power BI, Fabric, …

You have experience in developing dimensional reporting models or in setting up AI and
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machine learning models

Knowledge of Python is an asset

You are fluent in Dutch and English, French is an asset

Fexibility is Key! With projects spanning Flanders, we strive to find the optimal match,

considering both content and location. We value and appreciate you flexible mindset, thats

why we consistently engage in conversations with our clients about incorporating hybrid

working arrangements.

Just ask our people: because everything at TriFinance centers on your growth, we’re happy

to review with you what direction you want to take. We also invest heavily in inspiring training

courses, active coaching, and fun events for colleagues. All in an open culture where

TriFinance colleagues share their knowledge and help each other get ahead. You can also

count on a versatile salary package. Besides a competitive salary, it includes:

a company car (Mini/BMW) with fuel card

a smartphone with subscription

a net expense allowance

meal and eco vouchers

group and hospitalization insurance

flexible working hours

32 vacation days

an attractive cafeteria plan.
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